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I

BOOK REVIEW

AU boolu n11i111Htl .;,. 1hi1 ~,iodic11l •"'I H
t,,oc•nJ from o, 1h,0•1b Co11co,J;. P•hlisbi111 Hoils11, Jjj8 So•lb J•Ocr1011 Ave,..•,
SI. La.is 18, All11011ri.

SECOND CORINTHIANS. By R. P. C. Hanson. New York: The Macmillan CompGny, 19S4. 98 pages. Cloth. $1.S0.

The reviewer warmly recommends this brief bur helpful commentary.
It is one of the ''Torch Bible Commentaries," the :iim of which '"is to
provide the general reader with the soundest possible assistance in undersunding the message of each book considered as a whole, and as a part
of the Bible." The author, an able scholar, .is lecturer in rheology in the
Unim:sity of NOttingham. He does not expound the Greek text, though
his noca often show a thorough study of the original: instead he supplies
copious l10IC!I on difficult expressions and p:wages so that the general
Bible scudent may dearly understand wh::at the Apostle means to say
where his words seem obscure. His assumption is th::at Paul "paid three
visits to Corinth and wrote at least four letters to the Corinthians, of
which we have the whole of two, most of another, =ind a small fragment
of the fourth." His outline conforms to this premise, which, however,
canaoc be proved and does not materially aid in undemanding Second
Corinthians. There arc a number of expl:m:i.tlons which the render is
bound to question, such as th::ar of "p:iradisc" in 2 Cor. 12:4. The value
of the notes lies mainly in their wise selection and their terse ucaunent.
JOHN THEODOllB MUELLEll

Nl!'ll' TBSI'AMENT STUDIES. By C. H. Dodd. New York: Ch::arles
Scribner's Sons, 19S4. 182 p:i.ges. Cloth. $3.00.
The famous Cambridge professor, now emeritus, here republishes, in
'linnallf their original form, eight essays which had appeared in v:i.rious
joumals from 1932 to 1950. They carry the weight of Dodd"s magnificent
ICboluship and will instruct even when conclusions are presented that
will not be shared by all other students. We shall list the essays as they
appear, with brief comments. 1. "The Framework of the Gospel N:i.rratiye• is directed against the view of many ••form critics" that the framework and the arrangement of our Gmpels are an artificial construaioo
superimposed on the isolated, traditionally derived pericopes; Dodd argues
diat '"then: is good reason to believe that in broad lines the Marean order
doa reflect a genuine succession of events, within which movement and
dmlopment can be traced" (p.11). -2. "A New Gospel" presents us
wilh a bit of fine literary detective work. Dodd reprints the "Fragment
of an Unlcnowo Gospel" edited in 193S by Bell and Skeat and known
IO ~ u Bgenon Papyrus 2. It is an esciting esperience to follow
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the critic u he shows that it is highly probable that this fragment of ID
apocryphal Gospel, dated about A. D. 150, is dependent on our Fowth
di
R
with
Papyrus Greek 4H, which
second ce
Gospel. This
was written early in the
and has five verses of the ICDW
text of John 18, has compelled critics to abandon their theory of a cluing

of John l:1te in the second century and acknowledge that it could DOC
have been written much later than about A. D. 95. - 3. In "Matthew
and Paul" Dodd argues that a comparison of certain passages in Matthew
and Paul reveals "significant agreemena between them" in various areas.4. and 5. Both essays are headed "The Mind of Paul." In the first essay
II notable analysis of Paul's personality. Some statements in dm
we have
will be questioned, but there will be more in the second essay, HI
ssay
which Dodd submirs that there is a discernible development in the thought
of Paul (11 revision of his eschatology and growth of universalism) ■fret
the crisis of 2 Cor. 1 :8, which is viewed almost as a second convmioa.
In the course of his argument the writer discusses the chronology of the
Pauline epistles and takes up the moot question as to where the prisoll
letters
were written. Those who have been carried away by the argu·
ments of the proponents of the Ephesus theory owe it to themselves to
weigh carefully pages 86-108 of this ess:iy, in which Dodd rakes up
one after another the points so penuasively presented by G. S. Duncan HI
his influential P•Nl's Hpbesi•" Ministry ( 1929) and balances the scales
in favor of the Rome hypothesis. - 6. "Natural Law in the New Tau•
meat" dilCUSSCS passages of both the Old Testament and the New Testament in which the •olili• l•gis fldlNralis is taught or presupposed.Essays 7 and 8 present the Harvard "Ingersoll Lecrures on the Immonalicy
of Mao" of 1935 and 1950. These may appeal more to the mind of
a philosopher than to the one whose hope is anchored solely in the
primitive proclamation of the crucified, risen, exalted,rerumiag
and
lord.
V.BAaTLING

CHRISTIAN ErHICS AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY. By George
F. Thomas. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1955. 539 pages.
Ooth. $5.75.
Dr. Thomas, chairman of the department of religion at Princeton Uni•
venity, auempa to harmonize Christian ethics and moral philosophy
by a consuuaive interpretation of the nature of Christian and philosophical
of the higher critics of the Bible and of
ethics. Accepting the
evolutionistic anthropologists as established
regards
facts, he
the Biblical
account of the Garden of Eden and the fall of Adam as a myth and the
moral laws in the Bible u formulatiom developed during long ceamries
of moral experience by men and groups of different degrees of moral
sensitivity. How, then, does he escape the cooclusions of evolutiomq
naruralism? He says:
contradicts
''Naturalism
everything
man knows him•
self to be when he U'UStS his intuitive apprehension of himself from wirhia.
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• • • Through his religious experience, he is confronted by a tramcendent
Imme Being upon whom he is dependent" (pp.15lf.). It is obvious
dm there is a great gulf between the author's conception of Christian
ahia and the doctrine of sancti6cation as tbe fNit of justi6cation in the
Pauline and Lutheran sense. For Dr. Thomas tbe difference between
Christian etbic:s and moral philosophy is one of degree, not of kind.
L W.SPJTZ
8SCHATOWGY. Edited by T. F. Torrance and J. K. S. Reid. Edinburgh:
Oliver and Boyd [1952]. vi and 90
pages.
Paper. 6/-.

These are the papers which tbe (British) Society for the Srudy of
Theology beard at its inaugural meeting in Queen"s College, Cambridge.
No effort is made to cover the whole 6eld, but the four areas staked out
for special consideration by William Manson ("Eschatology in the New
Tescameac"), G. W. H. Lampe ("Early Patristic Eschatology''), T. P.
Torrance ("The Eschatology of the Reformation"), and W. A. Whitehouse
("The Modern Discussion of Eschatology") arc handled with scholarly
precision. The general theological position of tbe contributors is well
known. It is unnecessary to say that it 6nds expression in these css:iys.
Professor Mamon sea "the World-Mission of the Church [a.s having]
scepped into the interval dividing the Incarnation of the Lord from the
Age of Glory" (p, 16). Versus BNnner, Professor Lampe. wbo uac:cs his
subject only to the beginning of the 6fth cenrury, sees tbe "Great Church"
u willing and "increasingly able t0 undertake the task of redeeming the
pttSCDt order and at the ume time to make concessions t0 it in the punuit
of llw aim" (p. 35). Professor Torrance links the eschat0logies of Blessed
Martin Luther and John Calvin via Ulrich Zwingli and Martin Buccr.
Despite valuable insights be has done somewhat less than full justice to
Luther's position, and his description of the ''Christology implied in
Luther's conception of the mass" as "docctic" (p. 53) is ultimately a denomiaatioml judgment. The Rev. Mr. Whitebouse's essay is a courageous
aadencoungiogly su«cssful venrure into a difficult area. One conclusion
ro which he comes is worth stttssing
remembering:
andjustification
'The
of sinners is an act which can only be wrought within a framework of
acbalological magnimde, and it is perhaps uue tO say that the escharologica1 themes are not elaborated in Scripmre for their own sakes so
much u for the ulce of this central assertion" ( p. 88) . When a Lutheran
s,mposium on
is finally written, it can well take the present
ARTHUll CARL PIBPK0RN
brochure u a working model.

escha

PBRSONIIL BX.PBRIBNCB A.ND THB HISTORIC PA.TIH: AN BSSAY.
By A. Vidor Murray. Second edition. New York: Hmpcr and
Brcxhm, 1954. 304 pga.
Ooth.
S3.n.
This phomlithoprimed reissue of Principal Murray's Fernley-Hardey

Leaure before the 1939 Methodist Conference

at LiYUpOOl rcJlects to
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a n«cssariJy limited extent die reactions of readers of the first edition and
die author's own further thinking. His basic interest is in the problem
created by the fact that Christians "are concerned with a personal experience today of a faith that arose in history yester~y. with the ieJadoas
bcnl•ccn human beings in time and space and a God who is beyond rime
and space, but whose ways
bestarc
made known within those very limits
of rime and space which He transcends" (p. 23). Particularly nottWOrthy
is the analysis of "Christian discipline" as feeling, knowing, choosing,
doing, and belonging (although Lutherans would be minded to alter the
order) in Part Three, "The Christian Man."
ARTHUR CA1lL PIBPKORN

THB REI'URN OP JESUS CHRIST. By Rene Pache. Translated from
the French by William 53.nford La Sor. Chicago: Moody Pras, 1955,
448 pages. Cloth. $4.95.

The scope of this work is "the predictions [of the Bible] relative to
rhe future of our earth until the end of the Millennium" (p. 5). The
author, a Swiss lay theologian with a DoeltJNr-ttn•droil degree from the
University of Lausanne, is princ.i pal of Emmaus Bible School in that ciry.
His attitude toward the Sacred Scriptures is .reverent but, as is geacrally
rhe case with
premillenniaJists, strongly literalistic,
although more cautious
and less insistent than most. The point of view, the background, and the
ature citations
arc Swiss-French; Dr. La Sor's (abridged) tramlatioo
is smooth, and he h:as not hesitated to take mild issue with the aumor
in footnotes. There is no index.
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN

RHPBRTORIUM I.P.XICOGRAPHICUM GRABCUi\f: A CATALOGUB
OP INDBXBS AND DICTIONARIES TO GRBHK AUTHORS.
By Harald and Blenda Riesenfeld. Stoekholm: AJmqvist och Wibell,
1954. 95 pages. Cloth. Sw. Kr. 22:00.
This catalog aims to cover "material bearing upon Greek literature from
its beginning to die end of the Byzantine epoch." It will prove valmble
lexicographer,
to the Greek
the dusical philologist, and to all inrcrested
in the language, message, and history of the early church and Byzantine
Christianity. There
enuies under more than seventy beadings of clliect
interest to students of Biblical and pauistic criticism and thought. Hae
is a sampling of some of the more important: Apologetae; Aristcas Judeaus;.
Biblia; Clemens Alexandrinus; Dionysius Alexondrinus; Eusebius Caaa·
riensis; Gregorius Nazianzenus; Gregorius Nyssenus; Joannes Cbrysostomus; Josephus Flavius; Origencs; Paues Apostolici; Philo Iudaeus; Photius.
This list in itself is enough to show that this is a book that belongs oo
helves the
of every student of ec:clesiastical authors and in the libral)'
of any school that is serious about teaehing the Greek language.
EDGAR M. KKBNTZ
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THI! PROTBSTlfNT CLERGY AND PUBUC ISSUBS: 1812-1848.
Br John R. Bodo. Princet0n: Princeton University Press, 19S4.
xiv and 291 pages. Ooth. $S.00.

Br tbe "AmeriCllD Protestant clergy" the author means the thc:ocrats,
"with some exceptions, the educated ministry of New England and the
Middle States, whose theology was largely Calvinistic, and whose patriotism,
while rooted in their sectional b:zdcground, embraced the whole nation
as • ••io,i" ( p. viii). The most notable exception was the Lutheran
S. S. Schmucker, whom the author includes among those who adopted
tbe theocratic pattern. "It will be the object of this work," the author
swa, "to analyze the ideological foundations of the theocratic pattern,
cribe to
the pattern in relation to some of the major public issues
which confronted the American nation during this period, and, finally
to aaempc • fair aitique of the pattern, of its success or failure and of its
ttle-nncc to our own mid-twentieth-century predicament" ( pp. ix-x ) .
Church-sure relations are discussed first. Disestablishment, national
holidays, and the Sabbath controversy were among the areas of conflia.
The Roman Catholic problem (the author speaks of it incorrectly :is the
"Catholic Problem"), the Indian problem, the Negro problem, the evangelizing of the West, the public school issue, the problem of urbanization,
prohibition (called "temperance"), territorial expansion, world missions,
aad "the millenium penpeaive," are some of the topia tllken up.
"Perhaps the greatest achievement of the thcocrats," to give the author's
SWIIIIWJ, "wu that in an age of intense individualism they bore witness
to God's concern for the affairs of human society . • • in an :ige of
isolationism they pioneered for world-mindedness. ••• Having foreshadowed the univenal rule of Christ, they also were aware of the need
for unity among themselves." (Pages 2S6-2S8. ) Voluntary societies
were used to achieve theirAmerican
ends: The
Board
of Commissioners
for Foreign Minions (1810), the American Bible Society (1816), the
American Traa Society (1824), the American Temperance Society
(1826), the American Home Missionary Society (1828), and other,.
Dr.Bodo is minister of the First Presbyterian Church in Princeton, N.J.
His wlume is properly documented; the bibliography is extensive. He
pro,ides ffluable insights into the period between the war with Britain
and the Mexican War. The
he brings from many scattc-red
1011rces are of pt value.
During this period the forefathers of The Lutheran Church - Missouri
SJood came to this country (Bodo, of 00urse,concerned
is not
with this).
Tbq were not direaly involved
that at
time with the forces discussed
volume. However,
in this
forces helped to provide the wider
amionment in which The Lutheran Church- Miuouri Synod was
founded and found ics growth. To help undentand those forces, this
audJ bas ics intrinsic worth;
addition,
in
it bu an extrinsic 'Yllue for
Ludlam clergymen.
CAJu. S. MBYD
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MYSTICISM: A STUDY IN THB NATURB AND DBVELOPAf/!Nt
OP MAN'S SPIRITUAL CONSCIOUSNESS. By Evelyn Undahill.
Twelfth edit.ion. New York: The Noonday Press (Meridian Boob),
1955. xviii and
pages.
519 Paper. $1.95.
MBDlBVAL PANORAMA: THB BNGUSH SCBNB PROM CONQUUI'
TO RBPORMATION. By G. G. Coulton. New York: The NooadaJ
Press (Meridian Books), 1955. xiv and 801 pages. Paper. $1.95.
It would almost be presumptuous to praise either of these two tides.
Twenty-five years after the publication of rhe twelfth edition in 1930,
the late Miu Underhill's M1stieis• is srill rhe best work on Christian
mysticism in the English language. The late Professor Coulton's M..,J
P•11or•m•1 first published in 1938, with its unusual combination of
thorough readability
equally
scholarship,
with
thorough
is an almost
indispensable account of medieval England. The thrilling thing about
these two books is that they are available again as the first of a saia
in which the publisher proposes to furnish similar dassia in unabridp
versions on pages of standard size, complete
indexes, bibliographies
with
and (u in the case of the Coulton volume) illustrations,
durably in
ICWD
paper bindings for only $1.95 per volume. At this price, they must be
rated among the biggest publishing bargains available today.
AllDIUll CARL PIBPJCOIN

WORTSCHATZ DES DBUTSCHBN PlBTISMUS. By August Langen.
Tiibiagen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1954. 526 pages. Paper.
DM. 45,00. claim
The author docs aot
for this book that it is a complete ucaanmr
of the subject. That would be maramount to a history of the religious
-.oc:abulary of the German language. Rather the author offers ir u a ma·
tive fragment which can serve until a comprehensive investigation of the
linguistic problem
some becomes
future
inwlved available
at
dare. The
scope of the problem is obvious when one considers what the audlor
u the "practically inexhaustible" abundance of sources, esiend·
ing over the centuries from the German Bible translation of Martin Luther
to Goethe and Stilling.
In the introduction the author discusses the present state of research
in terms of problems and methods. For the past 40 years students of Ger·
increasing
paid attention
to the non-rational and subman literature have
jectivistic currents that seem to have prevailed during the entire 18th cell•
twy. Numerous detailed investigations have described the discovery of the
soul in all of ia forms of literary expression and the gradual unfoldiq
of a literary cult of sentiment.
Many facts point fO Pietism u a major source of these developmeau.
Aa:ordingly, one must know the wcabulary of Pietism adequarely m
uadeniand the views about the human soul that are found in the works
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of Klopstock. the Stolbcrp. Hamann, Herder, Goethe, Wieland, Schiller,

and ocher 18ch ceotwy secular German literati.
of the work is a systematic and orderly presentation
section The
of che vocabulary of German Pietism, including such terms as Dr•11g 11,ul
Ttin, Glal,••slr••g, Riihr11ng, and many, many others. The dosing
ponioo of the work is a summ:uy of the sources and origins of the German Piedstic terminology, among which Langen lists notably the German
Bible translacion of Marcin Luther, the mysticism of the Medievalhymnals
and
of German Evangelical Christianity.
Buoque periods, and the
The incetpretatiom which Langen places upon the facts are sometimes
decicledly
111 when, for instance, he refers co Ricschl as an
subjective,
Nortbodox'' Lutbenn.
While the work is of limited value for the rank-and-file clergyman, it
is • rewarding and important study for the specialist in any of the areas
of religious or literary research upon. which it impinges.
PHILIP

J. 5cHBOBDBll

DOCUAU!NTS lUUSTR.lfTING PAPAL AUTHORITY A. D. 96-4,4.
Edited by E. Giles. London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 19S2. Di and 344 pages. Ooth. 17/6.

The tide of this work invites comparison with Carl Mirbt, Q11•llffl ur
G,schiehl• J•s P•t,sllNms ,md, des rii111iseb•" Ka1holizis111Ns, although Giles
gives no evidence of being familiar with Mirbt's work. Some differences
are obvious: Giles offers all his material in English translation, while
Mirbt reproduces the originals; Giles introduces and annotates his material
with a view to bringing out the significance of his documents, while Mirbt'1
inuoclaaiomrarely
and noccs
go beyond bibliographical and textual matters and Biblical references; Giles cods his study with St. Leo, while
Mirbr'1 10Urces continue to the present century. More significant is the
rewivel7 limited quantity of common material. Taking the first 180 items
in che fourth edition (1924) of Mirbt and comparing them with the
269 documents in Giles, one finds that only 51 are common to both ( and
nen these vary in the scope of the cited Dlllterial). Giles' purpose is to
furnish in contezt aod in English translation the documents of the first
four c.enmries of che church's history appealed co by Anglo-Catholic and
Roman Catholic theologiam - notably Gore, Chapman, Rivington, Puller,
snd Denny, all of them, io Giles's terms, "unrepentant axe-grinders" ia suppon of their widely divergent views on ecclesiastical authority. More
among
them
recent
scholars,
Kidd and Jalland particularly, also receive
a hearing. Giles'1 comments are objective and fair. Crucial problems like the serious cextual discrepancies in section 4 of St. Cyprian'• D•
utboliu• ffd.sur• •,rillll•, to which Giles devotes seven pages - are
amull7 eumined and the available evidence summarized and evaluated.
This illuminating st11dy will make a useful addition to any pastor's library.
AanruR CARL PIBPKORN
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SO PILGRU.f RANG THB BBLL: Tht1 U./11 S1or, of Joh• B••,.._ BJ
Richard Ellsworth
Rapids:
Day.
Zondervan
Grand Publishlng
HouR.
1955. 1'1 pages. Coth. $2.50.
T"•clvc and a half years in prison gave John Bunyan "much wne a,
witness wich bis pen for Jesus" ( "He didn't have to attend commietft
meetings, amwcr phone calls, or attend the weekly meetings of che
A-naw-hoo Cub" - p. 68). It also gave the world Tht1 Pilgrim's P,o,r,ss,
Gr•&• Abo11,,,J;ng ( "an all-century greatest"), and ocher works. Th• Pilgrim's Prog,1111 is called a "Sonata of Grace, a book more widely read incl
loved than any other save the Bible" (p.120). Bunyan, a Baptist Purit111,
10/11 gr11li11. Dr. Day tells about Bunyan's life in pithy, ■lmoll
preached
scaca.to fashion. The similitude of the bells is sustained chroughout che
book. The author's journalistic, jct-engine-age style is good reading. His
dating of Oliver Cromwell's birth :as 1559 is a slip (p. 139); it should
be 1599- Bunyan is worth knowing. Day's book is a quick, inwating
inuoduaion to the Tinker of Bedford.
CARL S. MEYD

MBDIBVAL ESSAYS. By Christopher Dawson. New York: Sbeed aod
Ward, 1954. vii and 271 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Christopher Dawson is one of those forcunatc men whose "studies have
not been dragooned by the demands of the academic industry," with the
his writings breathe a certain dispassionateness.
a student
As
of the Middle Ages his special emphasis is on the interrelationships of
religion, sociology, and culture. The present volume (based upon an
earlier work, Muit1111U Rt1ligioo, which hllS been out of print for eight
years) consists of twelve essays, with such arresting tides as ''The Feudal
Society and the Christian Epic," '"The Moslem West and the Orienul Background of the later Medieval Culture," and 'The Vision of Piers Plow·
man." Despite Dawson's Roman Catholic background, he presents his
matter in a refreshingly objective manner. In his lcctUrc on 'The Scientific
Development of Medieval Culture," he observes wich fundamenul right·
''While the historian is justified in judging the cultunl value of
a religion by its cultural fruits, be 1w no right to ue:at his coodusiom
u fimal from the religious point of view." As far as the scientific development of westem Europe is concerned, Dawson imists that its histoly
should not be begun with the Renaissance. He holds that the recoYff'f
of Greek science and chc restoration of Greek thought was one of the
most striking achievements of medieval culture. The essays in this wlume
are genuinely stimulating, and, in the words of the St11ttrJ111 Rni,111,
"unless we read them we arc uninformed."
PHILIP J. SomoEDD

THB OPPRl!SSION OP PROTl!STANTS IN SPAIN. By Jacques Delpecb.
translated
from French by Tom and Dolores Johnson. Boston: The
and 114 pages. Coch. $2.00.
con Press, 19S5. xii
The Rev. Jacques Delpcch is a French Huguenot clergyman who has
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YOlunmilJ devoted most of his free time for three dc.-cadcs to regular
,isimioas of the 101ttered Protestant communities throughout Spain.
In contnst to President John Mackay's somewhat impassioned introduction,
the author's report is unemotional, although his sympathies understandably
and obviously lie with the Spanish Protestants. There are about 20,000
of the latter, most of them Baptists, Plymouth Brethren (Los Hcrmanos),
or members of the federation known as the Iglesia Evangelica Esp:iiiola
or of the Anglican Iglesia Reformada Espanola. The book-factual and
in genml well documented-makes it clear that the Inquisition exlinguisbed at the stake the beginnings of a vital and indigenous sixtecnthceoturJ Spanish reformation; that contemporary Sp:inish Protestantism goes
b:ick tO about 1860; that toleration under the monarchy was limited, but
dat the monarchy was more generous than the present constitution (/111:ro);
dat me persecution of Protestants does not extend to martyrdom, imprisonment, and massacres; that there is widespread disaffection among
Spuiisb Roman Catholics; that the Roman Catholic hierarchy frankly
denies that freedom of religion exists in Spain; that some of the antiProteswit literature circulated with c:cclesiastical approbation is viciously
imccurace and inftammatory; that the government's interpretation of the
l•no makes illicit the founding of schools, operation of hospitals, dispeawia, clinia, and orphanages, gifrs of charity, and the maintenance
of mreation:al centers and summer camps; that a Protestant chapel, when
die government grants permission to open one, may not by any exterior
sign indicate its purpose as a place of worship; that Spanish Roman
C:adiolic moral theologians explicitly endorse disturbing of Protesrant
rtligious services and breaking the objccrs of heretical value used in such
worship when the goal is "merely to render the work of these churches
ineffective and thus force the preachers to go elsewhere"; that Spanish
Pnxatanrs find it difficult to marry legally and that it is sometimes
impossible to give a Protestant a religious burial; that Spanish Protestants
ClllllOt in fact be anny officers, nurses, or, in general, teachers; that the
lepl channels allegedly open to ProtestantS for their relief when they
bdine cheir rights have been violated are in fact inadequate; that in
gmml to be • Spanish Protestant is to be a sc:cond-class citizen; and that
Catholic
Roman
opinion outside Spain Im on occasion condemned very
.aally and explicitly the attitude of church and state in Spain toward
the Protestant community. The author holds that if the Spanish governlllCIIC granted real freedom to Protestants, backed by unequivocal guarwees, the number of Protatants would be increased considerably by the
public accasion of many ''Crypto-Protestants," but that the Roman
Catholic Church would not in consequence suffer as much as it now
sufas bJ the fact that Spaniards are deprived of freedom of choice
in religioa.
AllTHUll CARL PJEPXORN
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THB MONK AND THB WORW. By Walter Dirks. Translated from
he German
by Daniel Coogan. New York: David Mc:ICay Compulf,
1954. 234 pages. Ooth. $3.50.

Whether one is a member of the Roman Catholic Communion or DOfo
monasticism is always of decided interest to the student of medienl
culture. As a matter of fact the Middle Ages cannot be fully evaluated
without a study of this almost unique characteristic of medieval culNre.
The present book, however, is not merely another study on monasticism.
With the analytical mind of the news commentator, the German journalist•
author evaluates the four representative orders of the West in the per·
of their achievements
history
in and courageously antidpata
the
spcaive
contributions that the Benedictines, the Franciscans, the Domiaicaas,
be expected
today and
to
in the future. StricdJ
his wo
and Jesuits may make
Augustinian
in
this Roman Catholic layman corn:cdJ
is "'concerned with obtaining some insight into God's work
at he
ia history u well III into our own work in it." He enunciates his thesis
with respect to the four orders in four chapters, captioned "StBcaedict
and the Sword," "St. Francis and Money," "St. Dominic and the Mind,•
and "St. Ignatius and Freedom."
The book is not indexed. The
translation
is excellent.
PHILIP

J. SCHROBDBR

BLOODY MARY. By Theodore Maynard. Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Co., 1955. ix and 297 pages. Ooth. $4.95.

This biography of the Tudor Queen wu written for the general public.
author, who has been called the "dean of American [Roman] Catholic
The
biographers," praises Mary's courage, devotedness, the purity of her life,
her honesty and integrity, her nobility, her unaffected piety. Mary lived
only, he believes, restore
to England.
RomanThe
Catholicism
to
mislllka
made-including presumably the persecutions and csecutioas''will be known
mcrcly
to incidental
be
to the age in which she happened
to live" (p.285).
The mistakes the author makes may also be clusified u "inddCDlll•
However, they show poor workmanship. The repeated references to the
Pilgrimage of Grace u occurring in 1537, instead of 1536; the supposition that Cranmer wu a hypocrite; the statement that he was con•
scented Archbishop of Caatcrbwy in 1534, instead of in 1533 (p.82);
the spelling of "Larimer" u ''Lattimer" (p. 110); the various "ily"
statementse.g..
"Had Mary borne the child she hoped for •.." (p. 284);
the poindess repetition of the canard about Elizabeth (p. 84), all of these
and more raise questions about the author's scholarship.
There are better biographies of Mary Tudor.
C.UU. S. MBYD
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PORTR.All' OP CA.LYIN. By T. H. L Parker. Philadelphia: The WestllWISIU Press, 1954. 125 pages. $2.00.

This peo piawe of Calvin is a delightful account of the Genevan
rebmer. It was written by a British theologian who has steeped himself
in Cal•in'1 theology. With the simplicity of a master he highlights the
poruait of his subject (not
omitting Although,
the warts).
for imtaace,
be does not even hint at the influence which Bucer had on Calvin's
development, such chapters asauthor's
the
portrayal
of Calvin's preaching
or his description of Calvin as a man of letters will delight both the
specialist
Regrembly the book lacks an index; the list
the and
novice.
reading
for funher
is vccy brief.
CAllL S. MBYllll
A UYAIAN'S GUIDB TO BDUCATIONAL THBORY. By Charles W.
Coulter and Richard S. llimanoczy. New York: D. van Nosuand
Company, 1955. ix and 158 pages. Ooth. $3.50.

This book is not simply valuable, but valuable in its simplicity. It is
wrinen in single-sentence paragr.aphs, "an important aid to understanding."
It is a simple historical mume of the significant educational theories of
die cemuries.
Approaching mus education from its simple epistemological undersuuaure, succeed
cbe authors
in unraveling mysteries and resolving paradoses ia a manner that removes frustrating
the
offense
of educational and
philosophical jargon even for the uninitiated reader. A score of helpful
dwu and illuminating graphs enables thenote
reader to
at a glance the
IOlllUI drawn upon and the intelleaual
faculties employed
in the theory
and pnaice of education by natiom and individuals, from the earliest
Egypdaas and Greeb to the modern progressivists.
lumping the functional names of pragmatism, instrumentalism, experimemalism, and progressivism under the generic term "Deweyism," the
lasr sumy chapter of the book reviews the theory of Deweyism and puts
it illlo question. The "''"""
of the authors seems to be expressed
ia die two sentences with which the book ends: "One thing is certainlOIDCtbina is changing the moral and economic attitudes of American
JOUth. and judging from the limited amount of available evidence, the
change is nae for the better. If something has happened in our educational
SJSlaD that is responsible for this change, we believe that it is high time
dw die facu be disclosed by adequate and objective investigation."
A. G. MBBJtBNs

,,,.s.a

SAKRAMBNT UND MUSIK. By Gerhard Kappner. Giitenloh: C. Berlelsmann Verlag. 1952. 94 pages. Paper. DM 6.80.

la die int half of this timely publication. the author
wisely
and ia
ICholarly manner discussa both the importaace and purpose of the holy
Encharist u well u the nature and spirit of the 1lomaa Mus and of the
Lmhaan Order of Holy Commuaion. Luther, Lobe, Sasse, Wilbclm

1
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Stihlio, and others arc represented by quotations which, on the whole.
have been selected and identified with care, though the first foocnca oa
p. 88 should refer ooc 346,
to p.
but to p. 396 of the H11rulb•dJ ,,,
tl1•1Jeho11 •1111n1•liseb•11 KirebmmNsilt. Geoenlly speaking, the views es·
pressed by the author are those usually heard among well-informed
lo the second half of his book Kappner discounes upon tbt
use of music in the Communion service; here, too, his treatment is
acrongly historical in charaaer. He discusses not only developncaa
during the golden age of Lutheran Church music, i. e., between Ludler
and J. S. Bach, but he also devotes II chapter to the church music situadon
of our day. He discusses the pros as well as the cons of the problems
involved :and is cautious and sane in the conclusions he reaches. He is
aware of the eucharistic character of the service and w:arm agaimi
of any kind which might convert the service into II a>DCffl or
excesses
make of it a penitential rite. One gains the impression chat the author
was II bit hasty and imp:atient while writing his fourth chapter, in which
he discusses rather cursorily the eommNnio aspect of Lutheran worship;
taking present-day stress of this topic into considc.r:ation, 11 few mote
pages might have been
chapter.
added to the
While stressing that the
music of the Communion service must bespe:ak and exhibit the spirit of
the service itself, Kappncr sums up what he has to say by closing the
chapter with II short quotation from an excellent paper on 0,,,1 ••'
Li1Nr1i• by Christh:ard Mahrenholz, which we repeat in ics original Germao
wording: "Kwllmwsilt lt11nn 111,r tlar sehr•ibon, tlt,r mil ,low, K•lt•s ••
tin hint,, ih,. s1,h1ntl•11 Roli1io11 fosl 11orw11eb1•11 isl NRtl doss,11 u61•1•
IRbnm1 11ieb1 ""1 G•1111t•il 11011 tl•m bow•ist, ""''lto,,,f10•im
.,
."
Kappoer aptly adds: Vani, CrHtor S1Jirit111! (Page 83.)
WALTBJl B. BUSZJN

THI! POLK AR.TS OP NORWAY. By Janice S. Stewart. Madison, Wis.:
The University of Wisconsin Press, 19:53. 246 p:ages. $10.00.

At .6.rst glance one may be inclined to question whether this beautiful
volume should be reviewed even briefty in II theologiClll journal. However,
one bears in mind th:at Norway is a. Christian ADd a Lutheran
en
country and that ics culture is the culture of a Christian people, one sooa
begins
to view the situation in a different light. One then takes DOU! of
the fact that the altar cloth of the Hove church in Sogn (p.194) is by no
means dissimilar to the highly artistic embroidery depicted on other pages
of the book; one then observes. too, that the 17th-century Wise and
Foolish Virgins tapestry from. Stdr-Ti,Jndelag (p.1,9) and the 12chtapestry from Baldisbol Church (p. 1'6) represent not only ID
astical
but also a oatiooal culture. They excite our admiration and
mwt be regarded not only as human creations but also as fruics of the
Gospel of Christ Jesus. The present volume is unusually attraetive and
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dama a place among the nocable
books published
an
in America.
Jc will be apprecialed, also u a gi&, particularly by those who are of
Norwegian clacem.
W ALTBll E. BUSZIN

THB NATURB OP CHRISTIAN WORSHIP. By J. Alan Kay. New
Yen: Pbibophical Library, 19S4. 112 pages. $2.SO.

The buic: premise of chis stimulacing little volume is set forth in its
fine senrmce: "Wonhip is man's response to the nature and aaion of God."
The author ltl'eSSel throughout that the "origin of wonhip lies in God's
fffeWion of Himself' (p. 7). He has much to say regarding the value
of l)'lllbols u means of worship and devotes a number of pages to a psychological anal,sis of man's reactions to symbols. In his first chapter
he identifies Lutheranism and Anglicanism with Protestantism. In a discussioo of the wonhip practices of the Christian Church, this identification
msily lads to dubious conclusions. Lutherans will object to hi.s assertion
dm, ia the lord's Supper, the bread and wine represent the body and
blood of our Lord (p. 110), as well as to various other statements which
he maka. Alchough the author at times le:ins rather heavily on Dom
Gregoiy Dix's Th• SIMP• of the Li1t1rg1, he also does much original
thiakiag and chus
interest
sustains the
of his readen.
WALTBR. E. BuszIN

CHRISTIAN WORSHIP: A SBRVICB BOOK. Edited by G. Edwin
Osborn. St. Louis: The Bethany Press, 19S3, S98 pages. Ooth.
$S.OO.

This '90lume demonstrates that there is much genuine interest in
orderly wonhip of an edifying character among the Disciples of Christ
and that a great deal of the thinking being done along these lines in this
dauth body is liturgical in character. Form is not frowned upon by the
audior, partly because he is aware that it is often neccss:ary. The volume
las three para: the first offen orders of services, the second materials
for worship. the third a topical index. While changes, deletions, and
additions will ofcen be required, much material included in the volume
might well be used by Lutherans. Its tenninology frequently does not fall
ia line wich historical development and usage. At times one senses
mafusion u well u a disregard for perpetuating normal traditions which
have shown their worth. Lutherans who use the book must therefore
use it wich a great deal of discrimination in order to avoid hybridizing
l.uthen.n wonhip and thus depriving it of its highly developed strength
of chmccer. The B.evised Standard Venion of the Bible has been used
throagbaut.-The author has been professor of practical cbeology at the
College of the Bible of Phillips University, Enid, Okla., since 1944.
WALTER

E. BUSZIN
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erlag,

GRUNDPRAGBN BVANGBUSCHBR PARAMBNTIK. Edired for che
Marienbcrger Vereinigung fiir evangclixhe Paramentik. Secoad
19SS. 71 pages. Paper.

DM 3.80.

It is a significant commentary on the degree of interest in panmenda
in Germany rhat a second edition of this work has appeared widun sis
months
of the fiat. The brochure comistJ of four papen read u che
P11r11montonlt18 held at the Lutheran Convent of St. Marienberg, Hclmsttdr.
Brunswick, in June of 19S4. While the tradition of such P11r11mo111111t•1•
at St. Marienberg goes bade nine decades, the 19S4 institute WIJ che
fint in thirteen yc:in; the spomoring body is a federation of fc,urttea
deaconess mother houses engaged in the production of fabric ormmcms
for the church. The essays nombly Karl Ferdinand Miiller'1 on
problem in the doca theological, limrgical, and artistic
trine of wonhip, and Martin Wittenberg'• on symbolism in par:uncntiaarc solid, constructive, anddeserve
stimulating
areful statements that
by Lutheran paston regardless of nationality. At the same
time the approach and the t.rmany
eatment
poiaa
are typically Teuton at
-with some very artificial and arbitrary rules, a strong devotion to the
liturgical
1111111-s 'JIIO tempered by only a most timid kind of venturesomeness, and an OC'CIISional preoccupation with the "psychological," thcorerial,
and phenomenological aspects of various issues where historical and pnc•
tical considerations would appear to be decisive. Despite these limicatiom,
however, one can only applaud such insights as the recognition dw
art is basically a theological problem (p. 12), the rcjcaioa
of the idea that individual vestmenrs have an authentic symbolic impon
(p. 31), the historic desirability of the "basilican" position for the
celebrant at Holy Communion, mat is, standing behind the altar facing
the congregation
(p. 48), the devotional value of the Lenten array,
including the H1tnKor111,h (p. S6), and the superiority of a crucifix over
a mere aoss (p. 67). This brochure is definitely wonh buying by any
one who reads German and who has an interest in liturgics or Christian art.
All.THUil CAllL PlBRC>Df

SERMONS ON THH LrrURGY FOR SUNDAYS AND PMST DAYS.
By Pius Panch. Translated by Philip T. Weller. Milwaukee: The
Bruce Publishing Co., 19'3. 332 pages. Cloth. $S.SO.
The translator's preface
that
indicates
this
is volume five of II thirtffll•
volume project titled Di• li111rKiseh• Pr,tligl, which the author undertook
after World War II. His aim was a fuUer development and a better
organization of material originally presented in his famous Da JJ,,.
tlu Hal•s, a three-volume explanation of the limrgical year.
The late Pius Parsch, a canon regular of St. Augustine in the Abber
of Klostcrncuburg. was a founder and an oursunding leader of the
European Roman Catholic limrgical movement from the time of his
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ordimtion in 1909. & a miliwy chaplain in World War I and as
• cacher of pastoral theology at the Abbey, he came to realize bow little
die we, knew about the limrgy. To remedy the situation, he began
to ceacb liturgical cluses to a group of lay persona. These sessions

creued

IO much interest that a regular liturgical miaaion was formed,
with "liturgical weeks" given in neighboring churches. In addition to
the present tide and D•s J•hr d.111 H11il111, he wrote Th11 Lil1trc, of 1h11
Al•ss md Th11 Br1111it1ry Ext,l11i1111d and edited the Austrian limrgical
journal, Bit,,l ,m,J. Lil•rgi11. His efforts to 11pply the precepts of the
lirurgical movement to the everyday life of the laity met with uemendous
sua:m. His role was that of a realistic, stabilizing force over 11gainst the
fffl'Or of IOlllC other protagonists of the liturgical movement in his
denomination.
The author's premise in this book is that the church has developed
a concme course in culmre ("the formation of character and the molding
of goodness and piety-the life of grace") in the ecclesiastical year.
He maintains that "many a Sunday has its own profile And contains some
definite theme in both dogma and morals." And even when there is no
simply defined lesson, he concludes, "perhaps this is just as well. Otherwise we would havelessons
the wne
propounded year in and year out."
He pcaents • central theme for each day, not in completed sermons but
in outlined suggestions, noting that "it is left to the individual preacher
to proceed further along the path marked out for him here. And the
experienced shepherd of souls will want to choose other themes related
more closely to present-day life."
It is in this way that the volume might be of service to our pastors.
Same of the material will be found quite Rom11n theologically; some useless
hamiletically for the Lutheran preacher; much of the m terial, for instance
in die Sundap after Pentecost will be found to be out of step with Tb11
ulHr•• Z..ai011"'7. But if a pastor has not already discovered the
uanendous source of sermon ideas in the Propers for each Sunday, the
thrill of working out a theme that
worshipers
the
will find clarified by
ach new element in the service and supremely expounded by the sermon,
lhis volume will help him set out on an exciting new way of milking
his weekly preaching ever more interesting 11nd valuable.
We have the church year. The Sundays make their point. The Propers
provide the support material for the thought of the d11y. And shall the
sumon alone be dumb?
GBORGB HOYBll

HOW TO PUN THB RURAL CHURCH PROGRAM. By Calvin
Schnucker. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1954. 158 pages.
Cloth. $2.50.

The auchor of this valuable conuibution

to the 6eld of

pastoral

dieo1ogy is head of the department of rwa1 church life at the Theological
Seminary of the University of Dubuque, Dubuque, Iowa. His lifelong
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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experience in the run.I church u a son of a country parson, wer as a
public school ttacher, and then as a p:uwr in run.I areas, and his cztemiff
and intcmive INdics of the runl church in Iowa and the neighboring
st:ates, eminently qualify him to speak with authority and sympathedc
ng
on the subject of this book.
The book is a warm appeal to church leaders not to forget or ncsJeci
the run.I church. The author reminds them that the foundation of die
American Church wu originally laid in the country, that even today run.I
is still the backbone of our nation, and that the church cannot
America
afford to
this important segment of our population.
The rural church has been profoundly affected by the revolutionary
economic changes that have occurred in our country during the past forc,
years, brought about, among other f:lctors, by the coming of the automobile,
good roads, and farm mechanization. Church leaders must take cogaizaace
of this fact and adjust the rural church's program accordingly.
The book comisu of fourteen chapters, and is divided into three m2jor
sections. In the first part the author deals with the run.I communicy,
the run.I family, and the local church and offers some helpful suggestions
to the rural pastor in his approach to a bcmer understanding of the
people he serves. The second part is devoted to goals of achievcmans
that rural pastors ought to set for themselves and their churches, widl
recommendatiom as to how such goals might be attained. The experience
of our own church body will confirm what is said in this put under
the
of "Outreach":
heading

When the church's outreach is withheld, the congregation is
spiritually dead. This is as true today as it was a score of years
ago. In order to keep spiritually alive and alert, the local con•
gregation must continue to consider others. Thus, when the committee develops goals for achievement, this phase of the work of the
church should come in for its share of emphasis. - Even churches
receiving mission aid ought to suive for goals that require them to
give portiom of their income to others. Many
churches
are pan·
sitical. They comtandy
ever comume
conuibuting.
leadership without
ongregation
should conuibute at least one young
person every twenty-five years to this cause. This will merely replace
the personnel that the church comumcs. Recruiting young people
for Christian service must become part of the outreaeh goals of
the congregation.
The third part of the book deals with lines of action that will be of
greatest value in reaching and serving the scattered, isolated, smaller
communities in the rural population. All the suggestiom oHcred are
practical and helpful to any p:utor working in any such areas.
The only section of the book to which we would not give our wholehearted indorsement is the very brief chapter on the "interdenomiaaaonsl
parish." Otherwise th.is is a most excellentservice
volume. Professor Scb•mckcr
•
bu readered
great
to the run.I church by sharing his wide
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aperieDc:e and ezpm knowledge of the rural church with other paston.
The book should
be
by mission boards. and this reviewer would
studied
SU.yest that it be reviewed and arcfully discussed by whole pastoral
mnferaca in the runl sections of our country. The Lutheran ChurchMiaouri Synod bu much at stake in its country parishes; it1 virility and
rural
subillc, are deeply rooced in the
church.
A. M. R.BH\VJNKBL
ANGUCAN PUBUC WORSHIP. By Colin Dunlop. Chicago: Alec R..
Allenson (London: SCM Press). 1953. 128 pages. Ooth. $2.00.
BVBR.YONB'S BOOK lfBOUT THB BNGUSH CHURCH. By F. C.
Happold. Chicago: Alec R.. Allenson (London: Faber and Faber).
1953. 1~6 pages. Ooth. $3.00.
THB BPISCOPAL CHURCH: rrs MESSA.GB POR MBN OP TODAY.
BJ George Parkin Atwater. Revised edition. New York: MorehouseGotham Company. 1953. 190 pages. Ooth. $2.50; paper. $1.50.
REPORT OP THB ANGUCAN CONGRESS 19,4. Edited by Powel
Mills Dawley. Greenwich: The Seabury Press. 1955. xii and 276
paga. Coth. $2.50.
THB BPISCOPAL CHURCH AND TIS WORK. By Powel Mills Dawley.
Greenwich: The Seabury Press. 1955. ix and 310 pages. Ooth.
$2.50.

Tbae five books furnish a valuable profile of the Anglican CommuniOD and of its domestic branch. the Protestant Episcopal Church in
the United Scares of America.
Dean Duolop. in a manual that deserves a. pla.ce in any basic bibliognpby on wonbip. addresses himself particularly to Christians of the

IIOllliturgical traditions. but members of liwrgic:al denominations will
rdly less
read benefit
bis bookand
with
profit. He cJfectivcly refutes
"worship
the misconceptions
that
is an optiona.l clement in true ChriscianitJ" (p. 1) • that wonhip can ever either be justified or effectively
pwsued u ..essentially a means to some human end" (p. 10). that a man
can ratrict worship to "ocasions of isolation from his neighbour" (p. 14).
or that wonbip is passive and not active. and demonstrates that the
DCCalUJ
of true worship is the redemptive work of our
blessed Lord. Particularly good arc the three chapters on words. music.
and ceremonial- the "materials of worship" - which translate chapter
easily
situation.
into and
a Lutheran
the
on "Eucharist and Sacrifice."' The
ining three
chapters arc summary expositions of the history and
scrvica of the Book of Common Prayer. interpreted from a moderate
All&Jo-Catbollc point of view.
Dr. Happold's book is explicitly designed
answer towithout bias the
questions of ord.ioary people who arc curio111 about the history. the
111)1Dintioo and pernment. the ornaments of the building and the
clergy. and the worship of the Church of England. He bu succeeded
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admirably. His approach is historical; by generally steering dear of
theological issues, be has managed to avoid the appearance of partisanship.
Although in the historical section the effect of the Lutheran Reformation
upon the Anglican Reformation is passed by in silence, Cranmer's estca·
to "certain Lutheran service boob" (p.144) is noud
sivc indcbtedncu
in the section on worship. Thirteen excellent illustrations supplement me
at crucial points (althoush by a curious mistake the stole is nrice
xt
referred to-once in Fisure 8 and again in the text of p.105-u ID
01111,iwm).

Dr. Atwatcr's manual for inquirers and confirmation candidates bu been
published in over II fifth of a million copies since it wu originally put
out in 1917; the revised edition is in part the work of his clergyman soa.
It is precisely the fact that it has been 10 extensively used as a manual
for the insrruction of inquiren and converts that gives it value and incaat
for Christians of other denominations. The instruction is imparted ia
narrative form-something like our own Armed Services Commission's
manual of instruction, ul Us R111son ToK•thor-and proposes to iecouat
the informal instruction imparted to a physician-inquirer by a rector, with
assists
OCC1Sional
from two laymen -one the rcct0r's senior warden, me
other an Army major.
Forry years after the Pan-Anglican Consress held in London in 1908,
the Lambeth Conference of Anslican bishops endorsed the proposal chat
of the Anglican Communion be held."
ther "Congress representative
An invitation of the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of Minnesota to bolcl
the congress in the Twin Cities was accepted and thus Minneapolis
became the scene of "the first representative gathering of the [Anglican]
Church outside the British Isles," with over 650 delegates reprcsentias
the 40,000,000 members of the AnsliClln Communion's fourteen national
and provincial churches. The Rot,orl is a complete record of the congress,
11nd in its totality is likely to interest mainly those who participated
in the assembly. What makes this document peculiarly valuable to non•
Anslicans arc
the papers that constitute over three quarters of the bulk
of the book. notably Bishop William C. Wand's 'The Position of me
Anglican Communion in History and Doctrine," Archbishop Philip Car·
rington's 'The Structure of the Anglican Communion," Professor J. P.
Hickinbotham's "Our Place in Christendom and Our Relations with Other
Churches," 11nd Professor Massey Hamilton Shepherd's "Our Anglican
Understanding of Corporate Worship." Prepared with Anglicans of every
party, color, 11nd nationality and also with non-Anglians in mind, these
documents take from the circumstances of their presentation an esceptioaal
and quasi-official significance.
The last of the listed titles is the sixth and final volume of the series
of carefully written resource books for Protestant Episcopal Church schools
known as Th• Ch•reh's Tuelm,6, and the second in the aeries to come
from Professor Dawlcy's pen (be is also the author of Volume II, CIMf,tm
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;. Cl»mll Hislor,). After briefly"hericage"
tracing the
of the Protescant
Epilmpal Cmch from SS. Aid.an and Augustine to the Anglican Congress
of 1954, the author cliKUSSeS the comtitutional articles. the canon law
(espedallr the canons on holy matrimony), the ~itions and the customs
of cbe denomination; its national organization
administration;
and
the
cliocaan and puochial organization; the ministry, in terms of preparation,
cbe rheolosial aem.inaries,
.religious orders, the ministry

spec

of woman. the female diaconate; and the care of the clergy; the overseas
missions
and itseducation activities
(with a passing reference
Christian
to ia nearly 200 parochial schools on pages 232, 233); its program
of Chrutian social action; its financial and promotional activities; and its
.relauoas with other Christian denominations. The authoritative character
derives
of cbe book
both from Professor Dawlcy's own
learning
great
and
from cbe assistance that he received from the Authors' Committee of the
Department of Christian Education of the denomiruation.
AllTHUll CARL PIBPKORN

WORSHIP RBSOURCBS FOR THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. Edited by
Charles L WalliL New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954. 483
pga. Coth. $4.95.
The axnpiler of this volume is an anthologist, a professor of English,
and die putar of Keuka College, Keuka Park, N. Y. He has devoted
eight years to preparing the present volume. In it he bu sought to
assemble wonbip and homiletic materials for all the church and civic days
geoenlly
by
churches of America. That his volume
observed
is typically Protestant may be concluded fa.a
from the
that it includes,
of worship. 111 calls to worship,
in addition to
106 illVOCAtiom, 28 litanies, 126 prayers, 270 poems, and 359 topics
from over 400 contributors. The volume is a veritable thesaurus. It contsins much wheat, but, alas, also much chaff! The "Meaning of Lent"
(p.·i7, No.107) is hardly satisfactory from a distinctively Christian point
of Yiew. The same applies to meanings given to other seasons of the
church year, including Christmas. Martin Luther is represented by his
of Worms (pp.157, 158). Others rep.resented
e the prayer
Diet
include
Tbotnas Aquinu, John Wesley, Rufus M. Jones.
Augustine,
John D. Rockefeller, Jr,. Harry Emerson Fosdick ( 13 times), John Sutherland Bonnell, and George Buttrick. Under the circumstances, one is not
Slllprised to observe a nocable lack of doctrinal scatements
materials,
and
mn for the major feasts and festivals of the church year.
WALTD B. BUSZIN

Protestant

31 compl

CH&.l.BNGB AND CONPOR.MITY. By Kenneth Scott Larourette. New
York: Harper and Brothen, 1955. 121 pages and index. Oath.

Sl.75.
The author is a church historian whose chief concern is the exa:nsion
of cbe Christian Church through the ageL In these chapters he seeks to
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1956
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synthesize some of his obscnrations. His thesis is that a religion wida
vitality must incorporate clements from different cultures and stimulm
to fresh movements and modifications; but at the same time it must hold
fast to "distinguishing prime charactcristia."
feels
Hethat
in Christianiq
the lartcr arc a core revolving around Jesus Christ, and the Scriptum
which record rhc preparation for Him and the record of His incarnation,
life, tcaehings, crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension, and the ceachinp
of His ·apostles. The book surveys Christianity in the environment of
present-day Europe, rhc distinctive features of the Christianity of the
United States, and the response to Christianity in non-Occidental peoples
and their cultures. The observations and summaries of the book arc sober
and nonspeculatlve. The author is impressed with the principle of iadi•
vidual judgment in Protestantism and feels that its future depends OD
preventing
a reaction into dogmatism md a refusal to be judged br the
Word of God. He is alert to the danger of rhc religion of "the Amcricu
way of life," but feels that the "'vast majority of those who arc wociarm
with the churches hold to the core of the faith"' (p. 86).
RICHARD R. CABMMBRBR

CHRISTIAN TIM.CHING IN THB CHURCHES. By John QuincJ
Schisler. New York: Abingdon Press, 19S4. 173 pages. Cloth.
$2.50.
This book reftects largely the educational practices, opinions. and prob·
lems of the Methodist Church, on whose General Board of Education
the author holds an executive position. It is less a philosophy of edua•
tion than a call to action in order to reach the muses of the American
people with Christian teaching. To that end the author suggests mme
serious effort on Sunday and weekdays in the home and in the usual part·
time agencies of the church. He calls the public school a responsibility
of the Protestant churches, and urges American Protest:ants to insist upon
the recognition of God in the public schools, to encourage and support
Christian public school teachers, and to practice interdenominational cooperation
on the community level.
Although the author complains about "'segmented curricula" of church
schools and about the failure of the church to take Christian u:aching u
seriously as it should, he advises Protestants not to establish parochial
schools, because parochial schools "'mean the end of the public school,"
are a ""divisive clement," and call for a financial outlay far beyond &Of•
thing that denominations "'have ever contemplated for religious education."
Prom our point of view the program of action advocated is inadequate.
It calla for more crumbs. It docs not reflect the generally accepted ptia•
ciplc that education in attitudes (such u Christian education is), if it is
to be m01t effective, must be comprehensive and
OnecontinuOUL
gees
the imprcaion that for the author full-time Christian
arcscboo1s
a gram
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ml cb:m secularized public schools; that the .American public schools were
arigiaared and arc in some way the special ward of ceruio Protestant
dmrchea; and that other denominations, non-Christian religious bodies,
mmralisu, and uheisa should keep haods off.
A.G. MmutBNS

THB PRlfYBRS OP PBTBR MARSHALL. Edited by Catherine Manhall.
New York:
Book Co., 19:54. 243 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
McGraw-Hill
Peter Manball was chaplain of the United States Senate from 1947
to 1949. Many momentous decisions were made by this body during

these years. Chaplain Marshall exerted a wholesome spiritual influence

circles and

many tensions oot only through his
in aemrorial
prlJUI but also through his pcnooal counsel. The present volume con•
WIii 276 prayers. Of these, 84 a.n: pastoral prayers which Musha11
delimed before his congregations in Covington and Atlanta, Ga., and
Washington,
in
D. C. The remaining 192 he delivered before the Senate.
latcratingly enough. the chaplain m:ide more consistent mention of the
mme of Jesus in his prayers before the Senate than in those delivered
s.
for bis
This may have been due to the fact that the prayers
spokm before his congregations were ex ,ord• prayers, while those spoken
were carefully prepared
before the Senate
and written out. It was Starr
DailJ who suggested to the oew and young ch:iplain that God could best
1pedfiall7 guide a chaplain's prayers in the quietness of his study.
A«ordiag to Mrs. Marshall, this
and more rigorous discipline "brought
11D full Sower what the N.w Yor.i Tim•s called 'Dr. Marshall's pungent
pbnsing ••• and tart morsels of thought... (p. 120). As a result, toO,
die prayen which Marshall offered before the Senate are better thought
aut and lessprayers
offered
repetitious than the
he
u pastor of three
l'rabJteriao congregations. While he did refer to the cross of Calvary
in bis pastoral prayers, Pastor Marshall referred far more often to human
ialegriry and moral virtue. His choice of words and language is excellent,
fflD wbeo he rcsora to popular expressions; and from a structural point
of view his pra,ers offered before the Senate are superior to those he
prefaces arc worthy
afmd elsewhere.Marshall's
Mn.
of special mention;
background material is given for many of the prayen offered before the

new

Uoired States Senate.

WALTBR B.BUSZIN

IN BVBRY CORNBR SING. By Helen Pfatteicher. Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 19:54. 214 pages. Cloth. $2.:50.

This liale volume deserves being read by those who desire to enjoy
• bircl'w,e view of Christian bymooloBf. Written in a popular style, it
COftB ia field in a manner which will appeal largely to the laity of
die chwch. Miss Pfatteicher is presently assistant librarian in the Wilbur
I.ibaiy of the University of Vermont.
WALTD E.BUSZIN
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AT ALL Tl!tfBS AND IN ALL PI.A.CBS. By Massey H. Shepherd. Seam
edition. Greenwich: The Seabury Press, 1953. 85 pages. Paper
over boards. $1.50.

Mr. Shepherd's book will be uodentoad 110d appreciated fully oaly
by those who have II high regard for the Eucharist and who arc acquaiaud
with the spirit 110d vocabulary of limrgical worship. The: book iocluda
six chapters which sketch beautifully typical scenes of the celebration of
the Holy Communion in different periods of Christian history. The
author seeks to portray the uoity of spirit which has pcnistcd through
the ages despite the diversity of gifts bestowed upoo the church by the
Lord of the: church. He sought to avoid description of ceremonials which
offer occasion for coouoveny. The book has a pronounced Aoglicao bias,
u is to be expected from an illusuious soo of the Protestant Episcopal
WALTH E. BUSZIN
Church in the United States of America.
Sl!DUcrlON OF THB INNOCBNT. By Fredric Wenham. New York:
Rioehan & Co., Ioc., 1954. x and 397 pages. Cloth. $4.00.

This book created tremendous excitement when it first appeared. The
author, a psychiauic physician, writes well and has II flair for vigorous
expression. Many of the author's data grow out of his own explorati011
of children aod teen-agers. Dr. Wertham's methods have been criticized
u attaeking specifically ooe type of comic book and as reacting too strongly
to Jateot sadistic and
implications of comic book motifs.
These suictures allowed, the book is ncvenhelcss a powerful indictment
of the torpor of parents who permit such filth, in print and on thepoison
ccle- ch
to
RICHARD R. CABMJ.1BD
vision screco,
STORY Sl!RMONS FOR JUNIORS. By Alice Geer Kelsey. New York:
Abingdon-Cokcsbury Press, 1954. 127 pages. Cloth. $2.00.

A collection of srories previously printed io periodicalspriocipallJ
in the P•ltnl Di6•SI- to explain to children of the junior age group
iocaogiblcs
the
of Christian character. As stories they arc iotercstiog; u
scrmom they arc quite bare, lacking both theology and Gospel.
GBORGB W. HOYBI.

MORALS AND Ml!DICINB. By Joseph Fleteher. Priocetoo Uoi.-eraicy
1954. 225 pages. Cloth. $4.50.

This is ooe of the few thorough smdics of the ethics of such problems

u the patient's right to know the uuth, conuaccption, artificial imemina-

sterilization,
and euthanasia. While the Roman Church bas wrinen
extensively io these areas. other denominations have been slow io defining
the problems and sugesting amwen. The particular answers of Profmor
Flctcbcr arc not always accepcable, but the thesis that doaon and mio•
istcn must center their attention on the patient as a person is helpful.

K. H. BllBJMBIBI.
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(1he mmtion of • boolc in chis list acknowledges ia reaipc and does not

JftClade • funber

dilcuwoa of ia matcnts in chc "Book .Review'' sc:aion.)

Yo,-. Diaio..,,. By Ernest Wood. New York: Philosophical Library,
19S6. :d and 178 pages. Ooth. $3.1S. A quondam professor of physics
II the Siad National College of India and lecturer at Madras University,
the auchor of chis title has written a number of previous books on yoga.
While chis diaionary is necessarily
interpretation
to
a very large extent an
of the technical Sanskrit terms used in yoga. Wood has generally sucin combining
ceeded
his erudition with brevity and lucidity.
TN0/017: Do,1,i1111l .,,tl Co,r.sert1.ii11ci. By Emery H. Bancroft.
Graod Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House [1955]. xxii and 326 pages.
Cloth. $3.95. This is a reprint of the second edition, copyrighted in 1945.
lboaol't (1877-1944) was cofounder, dean, and imuuaor in theology
11 the Baptist Bible Seminary, Johnson City, N. Y. The point of view
is lmically Calvinist and prcmilleonial.
ClwiJlia TNO/oi,:
t•m-iir: SysBibJi,td. """
By Emery H. Bancroft.
Graod Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House [1955]. xxvi and 373 pages.
Cloch. $4.50. This work first appeared in 1925 and was subsequently
mised a number of times; the present
reproduces
49
edition
rethe 19
'lision. The author designed it for use as a textbook on doctrinal theology
in Bible schools and theological seminaries. While explicidy dissenting
Baaaoft's
from view
of the Sacraments, the late Leander S. Keyser of
Hamma Divinicy School in his introduction
workpraises the
as "thoroughly
sound in its teaching," entirely evangelical, not tainted with Modernism,
Jdiolarly, well classified, strongly apologetic, and - u of the date of the
original production - up to date.

m,.,.,_

16, Al711id1• of Pal th• At,ostl• (Di•
J•s
N At,ost~l.s
M1s1ilt

BJ Albert Schweitzer, trans. William Monrgomery.

P11al s).

New York: The Macmillan Company, 1955. 411 pages. Cloth. $5.00. This is an unaltered
reprini of the 1931 edition of a.a impona.at work by Albert Schweiaer,
in which-in the words of F. C. Burkitt'• prefatory note-he illuminates
-the problem of how the Evangel of Jesus sunived u the Catholic Church"
br danoasuatin3 that St. Paul's whole thought world was pervaded Doctor
by
The
of the Gentiles, says Schweit%CI',
o3ical his
concern.
responsible
isheld
not co
be
for the Hellenization of Christianity; on the
contnry, be continued the reaching of 0111' Lord in a form which subsequmr generations were to recast in a Hellenistic mold.
Ti,, Nn,
for 1!,r1lish R~dll.,s, Co,rlllimn, lh• ANlhorizC!tl
V1rsio■, Mnli,,.i, Corr•,1io111 of R1llllin1s ll'llll Rwm,r11 M•r1i,,•l R•lrrnm, aJ • Criliul nil 1btt,l•n11lo,y Commn,.,,. By Henry Alford.
Chia.go: Moody Press [1955]. viii and 1942 pages. Fabrikoid. $9.95.
This pharolithoprintcd reissue of the 1869 edition again makes available
ia a siag)e wlume a dusic commenwy on the New Testament by one
of his geaention's most distinguished aegctical scholan.
TH Pl«Nl"" Nod's Arlt (D11•1• 11 A,,IH J• No,). By Andre Parrot,
aamlared
second French edition by Edwin Hudson. New York:
from
the

T.,,.,,,.,,,
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Philosophical Library, 1955. 76 pages and 4 pages of plates. Clocb. s2.1i.
This title inaugurates a new series of Studi,s ;,. BibliuJ A"IM,o/017, TIie
author is curatar in chief of the French National Museums. professor ti
the Ecole du Louvre, and sometime director of the Mari archaeological
expedition. His conclusion is that "in and with the biblical aamtivc of
the Flood we have the Israelite version of a Mesopotamian tradition. of which the originals on clay tablets are in our possession - revised bJ
the biblical narrators in the light of monotheism, without their baviag
always uoubled to eliminate certain quite realistic anthropomorphic fet.
rurcs" (p. 44). Of particulu interest is the Jive-page section on "The
Invention of the Ark" ( pp. 63-67 ), in which the author records die
repeatedly rumored "discoveries" of the ark ever since Lord Bryce murard
in 1876 from his ascent of Mount Ararat with
piece 11
of wood which
he humorously identified as a spar from the timbtt of the ark.
Th• Tow,r of &bel (LIi ToNr dt1 B11bel). By Andre Parrot, tnaslaled
from the second French edition by Edwin Hudson. New York: Philosophical Library, 1955.
pages75and
4 pages of plates. Cloth. $2.7i.
Number 2 of the Sl•tli•s in Bibli,al A,,/Jat10Log1, announced in the pieceding paragraph, this little volume elaborates the author's thesis. which
he shares with many Biblical scholars, "that the D:11'rative in Genesis 11
had its 'starting point' in the ruins of one of those huge cowcn which
call ziggNrau, and that the 'Tower of Babel' could oalr be
archaeologists
the zigg11,111
at
in rhc very heart of the land of Sbiiw"
(p. 17). The ziggNral itself he regards
ladder
as "a
set up; and that ladder
reached toward heaven" ( pp. 68, 69). He also sees an integral coaaecrioA
between the "Gare of God" (bab-i/11) of Gen. 11 :9 and the "gate of
heaven" of Gen.28:17.
Chri11i11ui11 11,11l Idealirm. By Cornelius Van Til. Philadelphia: TIie
Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Comp:iny. 1955. 139 pages. Paper.
$1.80. Within the con6ncs of a single cover, ren niclcs by Ptofmot
Van Til published between 1930 and 1942, half of them in the W1J1•
,,,;,u1n Th.alogienl ]011Nllll, arc here reprinted. As the preface poiaa
out. their
common burden is the contention that "idealism and Christiallir,
arc mutually exclusive" and that idealism's "thought content leads ia•
cvitably toward pragmatism."
ChriJlnl,,,,.
]11tlnlllflJ ;,,,
zw•it•• ]11hrb11J1dn1. Br I.ma·
hard GoppclL Giitcrsloh: C. Bcrtelsmann Verlag, 1954. xi and 328 pages.
Ooth. DM 28.-.

*""

.,,,.,.,,,,,l

TnlbNeh ZNr tl•Nts,h,,. s1s1,m111iseh,n Th•ologi• •ntl ihrn G,sebi,J,,1
110m 16. bis 20. J•hrb11ntler1, B1111,J. I: 1'30-1934. By Richard H. Griia•
machcr. Fourth edition by Gerhard G. Muras. Giitersloh: C BerrclsmaDD
Verlag, 1955• .n and 371 pages. Ooth. D:M: 16.-.
S11&r11,an1s tmtl Worsbit,: Li1•r11 •ntl Do,,,;,,tll D•11•lot,•nl o/ /Jqti1111, Co,,ji,.,,..1io•, 1111tl
(So•re11
1h, BttelMrisl
o/ Chri11i1111 TIHoloa,
Vol#•• 011,), Edited by Paul P. Palmer. Wcsaninsrcr: The Newllllll

5. xxii

and 227 pages. Ooth. $4.75.
Wh, I A• 11 l.111/,n.,,. By Vict0r Emanuel Beck. New York: Thomas
Nelson and Sons. 1956. 190 pages. Ooth. $2.75.
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&Olio..Z Proil1•1 1111,l th• Bil,/11. By George H. Muedcking. Philadelphia: Mubleobug Press, 1956. iz and 188 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
TH TMhi111 of }11111: StNtli111 of Ju Form 1111,l Co11111111. By T. W. ManlDCL Second edition. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1951.
si 111d 352 pap. Cloch. $3.75.
Dii'On• nil R•••"i11111: Wl,111 1h11 Cbnreh B•lio11111 11ntl Wb7. By
Hugh C. Warner. New York: The Macmillanpages.
Company, 1955. 91
Coch. $1.50.
Tl,, Chrh1i1111 P11i1h. By David H. C. Read. New York: Charles Scribner's Som, 1956. 175 pages. Cloth. $1.95.
1'1. Cln,nl,
New;,. 1h11
T11stamenl Period. By Adolf Schlatter, trans.
Paul P. levenoff. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1956 (London:
S.P.C.IC., 1955). xii and 335 pages. Cloth. $4.25.
Tl» A#JOlloli, Prucbi111 of 1h11 Cro11. By Leon Morris. Grand Rapids:
\Vm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1956. 296 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
CJ,,;11 atl lb. C111111rs: Historieal Slt11,h s. By Ethelbert Stauffer.
Phibdelphia: The Westminster pages.
Press, 1955.
Cloth. 293
$4.50.
•11sn111 Ki11d11r1i lebo11. By J. Heinrich Pcst:iloui, ed. Richard
Kile.
J. F. Steinkopf Verlag, 1955. 72 pages. Paper. DM 2.-.
GOii ill 1111nwir1i1, By Gerhard Tersteegcn, ,-d. Ferdinand Weinbardt. Stuttgart: J. P. Steinkopf Verlag, 1955. 144 pages. Paper.
DM 2.80.
R•t6 lb• G/11111,r, By Carl Albert Gicselcr. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1956. JI: and 66 pages. Paper. 75 cents.
Di, PnJi11, By Gustaf Wingrcn. Gottingcn: Vandenhocck & Ruprecht,
1955. 286 pages. Cloth. DM 15.80.
,..,,,,,,,.,,, ;,. Cbrislill# s,~artlship. By R. C. Rein. St. Louis: Conmrdia Publishing House, 1955. 100 pages. Paper. $1.00.
Rison,• Mt111ri11ls for 1!.Jem111tn1 S,ien,111 S•ri,s 2: Th, Ph1siul Scifor TNdJtlrs of J,rter,,,11Ji1110 G,11d11s. By Herbert H. Gross. St. Louis:
c.o«ordia Publishing House, 1955. vii and 121 pages. Paper. $2.75.
Ruane• M111mtlls for 1!.Jom1111t"'7 S,ion,o, So,i11s 2: Tho Ph1siul Sri'"'" /or TMeh•rs of Upper 1!.J11monl"'7 Gr11dos. By Herbert H. Gross.
St.Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1955. 200 pages. Paper. $2.25.
Seine• 11..J J\foJn» Life. By E. John Russell. New York: Philosophical

Lull.,,,

'"'*'

library, 1955. 101 pages. Cloth. $2.75.
O• lb• Nt1111r• of Af11n: An Essay i,i Primi1i1111 Philosoph7. By Dagobcrt
D. Runes. New York: Philosophical Library, 1956. 105 pages. Cloth.

S3.00.
IF'b.d Afa11,r of M11n WdJ Afosesl By Fcrnard E. d'Humy. New York:
library Publishen, 1955. 301 pages. Cloth. $3.75.
K1rJ1•• •"' M,1bos, ed. Hans-Wemcr Bartsch. &ntl IV: Di,
&ntl V: Di• Th.alo1il
s.ll•a,u ntl tli• P.111•11holo1isior11111 ;,. tl•r Kritile u1bolis,h•n
tin
T/»oll,fi•;
172 pages; DM 10.00. Hamburg-Volbdorf: Herbert Reich,
1955. Paper.

•u•nis,I» Dishssio•; 238 pages; DM 12.00.
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DIIS Ri"l•" 'Llttbns .,,,, die
der Frt1ib1il
Th«Jlo1i• on der
Pbiloso/lhi,.
By Wilhelm Link, 2d ed. Munich: Chr. Kaiser Verl
1955.g.
x and 391
pages. Paper. DM 16.50.
Die W erl:•Ei,,ri,b111n1n
11nd.
tier n11•111liseb11n Kir,h•. By Gihuu
Wassc. Giirtingen: Verlag Otto Schwanz und Compagnie, 1954. xiii and
180 pages. Paper. DM 13.80.
Beko1111111is, Kireho •ntl Ami;,, ,J r dt1N1Seben l:on/essionel/en Tbeolo1i1
dos 19. J11hrh11nder11. By Holsren fagerberg. Uppsala: Almquist och
Wiksells Bokuyckeri, 1952. xiv and 330 pages. Paper. Price nor giv,a.
Gr1111dlo11m1 d 'I Abentlmahlsgasp,i,hs. By Perer Brunner. ~I:
Johannes Sa.uda Verlag, 1954. 79 pages. Paper. DM 4.80.
Bisko/111illsi11nin1ar i Sr,orig• 1'31-19'1, By Sven Kjollerstriim.
Lund: C. W. K. Glccrup. 1952. 248 pages. Paper. Price nor given.
Goll11stli1111s1 in lsrat1l. By Hans-Joachim Kraus. Munich: Chr. Kaisa
Verlag, 1954. 132 pages. Paper. DM 8.25.
S111tlit1n um Todosgt1d11nlm1 ;,, ti r a/In Kireha. By Joseph A. Fucm.
Munich: Max Huber Verlag. 1954. xxv and 318 pages. Paper. DM 21.80.
061111ba,111111111,J. Obe,/it1fer11111, By Gerhard Gloege. Hamburg-Volbdorf: Herbert Reich, 1954. 48 pages. Paper. DM 3.60.
Tiglieh, Anda,hton, usz mi,h t/11in11 Herrliehkail st1b11n: A11tl1e61111
/iir tlit1 Zt1il r,om 1. ]11n1111, bis %Nm 21. Pob,uar, 19.J6. By Paul F.
Koehneke. Sr. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1956. 64 pages.
Paper. 10 cents.
Vom Aw./b1111 der K;reht1 in Unga,n. By Ludwig Veto. Hamburg•
Volksdorf: Herberr Reich, 1955. xiv and 343 pages. Clorh. DM 12.00,
Di11 G,1111tlortln1111., tler Er,11ngeliseho,s Kirehe in Dt1111seh/11,,tl: 1hr,
Bn1Stt1b11n1 """ ihr11 Prob/11m11. By Heinz Brunotte. Berlin: Verlag Htr•
bert Renner, 1954. 361 pages. Clorh. DM 12.60.
Die E11a11111lisehePolitil:.
Kirehe ""'" tli11
By Helmut Thielickc.
pages. Paper.
SrurrEvangelisches
Vcrlagswerk, 1953.
prt:
76
DM 4.50.
Di11 ehristli,h• Gemei11de ;,, tier t,olitiseben W It. By Helmut Gollwitzer. Tiibingen: J.C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebcck), Papu.
1955. 62 pages.
DM 5.40.
Di, Gasehi,h1/iehl:11i1 de, Kir,be tt11d. ih,er V trl!N11di111111 1/s thtoProblem.
By Gerhard Ebeling. Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul
Siebeck), 1954. 93 pages. Paper. DM 3.80.
lntrodt1etion 10 1b1 Qttr'11n. By Richard Bell. Edinburgh: The Uni•
venicy Press, 1953. x and 190 pages. Clorh. 18/-.
Th, T11sl, of Christi•n l!dt1e111io11. By Campbell Wyckoff. Philadelphia:
The Wesrminsrcr Press, 1955. 172 pages. Clorh. $2.75.
Th, G,~111 l1111i1.iio,s •ntl Other S11rma11s. By Emil Brunner. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1955. 187 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
Cho,lll RHdi11& for Worship 11ntl lnspiratio11, eds. Helen A. BJ'OWD
and Harry J. Heitman. Philadelphia: Tbe Westminster Press, 1954.
64 pages. Paper. $ 1.00.
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lflri'i•r A"mses, ed. J. W. Acker. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 1955. vi and 168 pages. Cloth. $2.25.
Pio No.a: A St•tl1 ;,, B•ro1>e1111
Po/i1ies
11ntl Religion in the Ni,weenlh
C,n1•r1. By E. E. Y. Hales. New York: P. J. Kenedy & Sons, 1954.
xviii IDd 352 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
Proph11i, Ru/ism 11ntl 1h11 Gost>el: A Prt1/11't1 lo Bibli",l Theolog1,
B7 Joha Wick Bowman. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1955,
28 pages. Ootb. $4.75.
Th. Ar• of An.l,sis: Twenlie1h-Ctmlnr7 Philosot>hers. By Morton
White. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1955.pages.
253
Cloth.
$3.00.
Tr•lh ••" Rn.J•lion. By Nicolas Berdyaev, translated from the Rus•
IUD by R. M. Freach. New York: Harper and Brothers, 19:53. 15G
piga. Qotb. $2.50.
If Yo• Mar, O•lsitle You, Paith: Couns11l on Mixed M11,ri11ges. By
J:unes A. Pike. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954. 191 pages. Cloth.
$2.50.
•
B•rlish Ari, 1100-1216. By T. S. R. Boase. New York: Oxford
Univenity Press (Oxford: The Clarendon Press), 1953. xxiv and 428
piga. Coth. $10.00.
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